
How To Leverage The TNT VIP
Upgrades For The Benefit Of
All

Enhance your Group Qualifier (GQ)
with our unique TNT strategy.

Our exclusive Taproot Networking
Strategy  or  TNT,  is  an
incredible  method  that  holds
immense  potential  to  aid  all
Clubshoppers  in  establishing  a
broad global market with minimal
exertion.

Additionally, it produces numerous robust synergies with the
VIP  Business  Plan,  despite  them  being  completely  separate
constructs.
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This video will illustrate how TNT can boost your VIP Plan’s
GQ considerably, which will, in turn, aid in the limitless
expansion of your TNT Global Market as briefly explained in
this lesson.

Understanding this infinite cycle can create a significant
turbo effect on your monthly earnings.

You can see your current TNT Global Market here.

ENGLISH VIDEO TUTORIAL

ITALIAN VIDEO TUTORIAL
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AI Prompts
Do you need help coming up with prompts for your AI assistant
to create a good email in any language?

You can create prompts based on what you want to say to your
recipients. However, for the purpose of this lesson, here is
an example of a prompt you can use. If you need the prompt in
another language, you can copy and paste it into the GPS AI
Chatbox to translate it so you can create your message in the
language of your recipients.

ENGLISH PROMPT:
Please copy and paste into the AI Chatbox the following text:

In the role of VIP team coach, create a concise email to
inform my Clubshopper named [User Name] that they have a new
VIP who has purchased the GPS in their Vertical line of the
TNT Global Market. This means that [User Name] already has a
payable commission and a great duplication potential, but only
if they decide to become a VIP themselves by the end of the
month.  Otherwise,  they  will  lose  this  new  VIP  and  any



subsequent ones who become VIPs in the same line because [User
Name] is currently not part of the VIP Plan. Provide [User
Name]  with  the  link  to  their  TNT  Global  Market,
https://ver1.clubshop.com/GlobalMarket/TNTGlobalMarket, to see
where this VIP is located and invite them to respond to this
email if they want to learn more. To learn more about the VIP
upgrade,  invite  them  to  carefully  review  this  page,
https://ver1.clubshop.com/landingPages/vip-global-partner-syst
em. Use a neutral writing style that does not refer to a
specific gender. Also, add a P.S. to mention that if they have
not yet activated it, they can click the button on their
dashboard here https://ver1.clubshop.com/login to activate the
VIP instant duplication program before becoming a VIP. Please
don’t translate the text between [ ].

 

 


